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Overview of the years 2011 & 2012
In the last two years, Greece has  experienced a near economic collapse and now Cyprus is facing an 
equally devastating time. Apart from the economic crisis, we have also witnessed a social crisis and 
both  have impacted on young people’s futures and dreams. These are the extremes of a problem 
which is engulfing the whole of Europe and our host country, the UK, has not been entirely spared. A 
consequence of the crises in Greece and Cyprus is that these countries are often depicted in a nega-
tive light and there is the danger of  people forgetting the paramount importance of Hellenic culture.

In this climate, the Hellenic Centre’s role of promoting Hellenic culture is more important than ever. 
Our rich programme of events serves to remind people of the universal values and continuing vi-
brancy of our culture. For example the exhibition of photographs from the First Olympic Modern 
Games, Athens 1896 pointed to the true Olympic spirit, while the International Greek Fashion De-
signers exhibition showed us the global success of old and contemporary designers. Equally impor-
tant is our effort to promote the talent of young people giving them opportunities to showcase their 
wonderful academic and artistic abilities. We do our best to continue our work and to promote Hel-
lenism and reach a wider and more diverse audience. A summary of a few of our events is included 
in the following pages.

Despite the fact that we have very limited funds for advertising, our work and efforts are becoming 
more widely known.  Author Victoria Hislop wrote about the Hellenic Centre in the Evening Stand-
ard magazine last October; she referred to it as her  ‘second home’ when she is not in Greece.  Also, 
Transport for London included the Hellenic Centre in the new local maps for Baker Street Station, 
hence projecting the Centre as an important institution in our area. 

March 2011 was a high point for us because we were presented with an award by the Athens Acad-
emy in recognition of our work in the promotion of Hellenic culture. Tragically , a few months later,  
Koula Lemos, one of the Founder members of the Centre, and for many years a member and Chair-
man of the Executive Board of the Hellenic Centre passed away unexpectedly.  On a happier note, 
Tryphon Kedros, one of the oldest members and with Koula Lemos one of the first supporters of the 
Hellenic Centre celebrated his 100th Birthday with a very special evening at the Centre.

We are fortunate to have the support of our three Patrons and the governments of Cyprus and Greece. 
Our Trustees and Members of our Committees devote many hours of voluntary work and the A. G. 
Leventis Foundation and various other institutions help us with sponsorship of some events. We 
are grateful to them all. We thank our members for their continuing support and for attending our 
events thus making them such a success. Their Membership and that of our Member Societies and 
Company members are invaluable and much appreciated 

This year started with two important exhibitions . The wonderful exhibition of photographs on the 
Nature of Cyprus, and the outstanding tribute to Smyrna which included a photographic exhibition 
of the years 1900-1922, a documentary screening and a series of lectures by renown scholars.  De-
tails of these events and of all the others  in the year will appear at our next HC News. 
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In the last few years the Hellenic Centre organized and hosted many important lectures that enjoyed 
high attendance and very positive reactions. There was a particular focus on literature, with many 
authors and poets presenting their work and leading seminars in the Great Hall. 

Dr Eleni Yiannakakis chaired a series of discussions on literature. In February 2011, contemporary 
Greek writers and critics such as Mikela Chartoulari, Angela Dimitrakaki, Theodoros Grigoriadis and 
Dimosthenis Kourtovik discussed The ‘Other’ in Contemporary Greek Fiction, addressing how ethnic , 
cultural, religious or gendered otherness is handled in contemporary Greek fiction. In April the dis-
cussion was on  the representations of Cyprus in contemporary Greek fiction with the participation 
of Greek-Cypriot and Greek writers and critics such as Miltiades Hatzopoulos, Dafni Lordou, Niki Ma-
rangou and Marinos Pourgouris.  The last one in October, with Maro Douka, Rhea Galanaki , Thanasis 
Valtinos and Vangelis Hatzivasiliou explored the Historical Novel in Contemporary Greek Fiction. 

The same year Nasos Vayenas, Professor of Literary Theory and Criticism at the University of Athens 
and  holder of the 2005 Greek National Poetry Prize, read some of his poems that were included in  
The Perfect Order, the first extensive selection of his poems to appear in English. 

 In April 2011 Dr Angeliki Kottaridi, Director of the 17th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiq-
uities in Greece, gave a lecture on the New Archaeological Work at Aegae, the Royal Capital of Mace-
don, on the occasion of the major archaeological exhibition Heracles to Alexander the Great, Treasures 
from the Royal Capital of Macedon, a Hellenic Kingdom in the Age of Democracy which was hosted at 
the Ashmolean Museum. In May, Dr Philip Mansel talked about The Rise and Fall of Royal Alexandria 
from Mohamed Ali to Farouk, while in June Aliki Samara-Kauffmann explored the depictions of sea 
deities and other sea creatures on ancient Greek pottery. Later in the month, Yorgos Kyriakopoulos 
introduced his audience to the art of Pottery and Potters of Greece in the last 300 years and in July 
Robin Cormack, Emeritus Professor at the University of London presented his research on Cyprus 
and the Sinai Icons. 

Dr Renee Hirschon, of University of Oxford,   presented Home for the Homeless: the History of Nikaia, 
an Urban Refugee Quarter in Piraeus. Commemorating October 28th, the Hellenic Centre organized 
a lecture by Dr Klearchos A Kyriakides, titled The wartime events of 28th October 1940 and the en-
during debt owed by Europe to Greece, while in November, Denise Harvey presented the remarkable 
story of the Pyrgos Rugs.    

 In April 2012, philosopher Stelios Ramfos delivered the C.N. Hadjipateras Memorial Lecture on the 
current crisis in Greece from a philosophical and historical perspective. In May, bringing women into 
focus, Dr Simoni Zafeiropoulo talked about the life of women in ancient and modern Greece Mirror 
Images: Greek Women Through Time and Margaret Ghilchik explored the history of the success of 
women doctors in Surgery. In October Prof. Konstantinos Vakalopoulos gave a talk that commemo-
rated 100 years from the Liberation of Macedonia, and Lieutenant Colonel Michael Westropp gave a 
very interesting talk about the Secret War in the Aegean Islands during  World War II.

2012 has been a landmark year because of the organization of the Olympic Games in London. Given 
the Hellenic world’s relation to the origins of the Olympic tradition, the Hellenic Centre organised 
and hosted a series of events that aimed to communicate this relationship to its public and enhance 
their understanding of the Olympic legacy.  

In July and August, the exhibition in the Great Hall The First Modern Olympic Games, Athens 1896 
brought to London rare photographs from the archives of the Benaki and National Historical Muse-
ums in Athens. Homer’s Iliad was subsequently celebrated through a day-long marathon of reading 
and singing of its passages in an evening organised by the Hellenic Centre in conjunction with  EMMY 
Award Winner Yannis Simonides, the Readers of Homer and Elliniko Theatro (NY, USA) . The Cyprus 
Presidency of the European Union was celebrated at the Centre with two photographic exhibitions 
dedicated to the Olympics: Sports in Cyprus: A History of Centuries, an exhibition of  archaeological 
findings  from  the collections of the Cyprus Archaeological Museum in Nicosia and an  exhibition of 
photographs of the 13 Cypriot athletes who took part in the 2012 London Olympics. The President of 
the Cyprus National Olympic Committee Hon. Professor Mr Ouranios Ioannides gave a talk entitled 
Games, Athletics and the Olympic Spirit as Education and Culture.

Olympics 2012 at the Hellenic Centre
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Exhibitions
Great Hall: In February 2011  Gabriel Bauret curated the outstanding exhibition Greece: Images of 
an Enchanted Land, 1954-1965, in which the visitors had the opportunity to admire the works of the 
legendary photographer Robert A. McCabe. In March 2012 the Hellenic Centre organised a landmark 
exhibition on Greek Fashion Designers which was dedicated to the memory of Koula Lemos who 
had been instrumental in its realization.  Six Universal Greek Fashion Designers from the collection 
of the Peloponnesian Folklore Foundation presented their remarkable creations along with those 
of Three Contemporary Greek Designers, Sophia Kokosalaki, Mary Katrantzou and Marios Schwab. 
In the summer we hosted an exhibition of rare photographs from the First Modern Olympic Games, 
Athens 1896, reminding everyone of where the first modern Olympics were established.

Friends Room: Exhibitions in the Friends Room showcased the work of mostly young artists. In Janu-
ary 2011 Ioakim Raftopoulos’s paintings explored the theme From Ithaca to Abstraction. In March of 
the same year a group of non-Greeks  exhibited their work relating to Ancient Greek Mythology and 
Modern Reality.  Later in the year, in April, Yiannis Katsaris presented his photographic work under 
the thematic title Illusions of Grandeur, while Apostol Zarov presented his paintings inspired from 
natural colours and the playfulness of light in Bulgaria and Greece. Moving to the urban context, 
in September Anastasia Zoi Souliotou’s work explored Athens and London as intersecting Metro-
poleis.  Later in the year, Erene Dellaporta presented her oil paintings of children, inspired by memo-
ries, dreams and fairy tales, and George J. Demetracopoulos’s work capturing the element of water 
was hosted in September. Roy Prentice’s exhibition inspired by Cretan landscapes and hosted in 
November 2012 was the concluding exhibition of the year.

Book presentations
The A.G. Leventis Foundation, Third Decade, 1999 to 2008, was presented in February 2011 by Struan 
Simpson on the occasion of the Foundation’s  30th Anniversary . This was followed by  the Chairman 
of the Foundation A.P. Leventis who talked about the vision of the Foundation in relation to the natu-
ral environment and sustainable development. 

In April 2011 Aristides Koudounaris, recipient of the University of Cyprus Award in 2010 , presented 
his book the Biographical Lexicon of Cypriots 1800-1920, and in the same month Robin Waterfield 
gave a talk at the launch of his book Dividing the Spoils, the War for Alexander the Great’ s Empire. In 
October 2011, Mayda Saris, Armenian editor and author in Istanbul, gave an illustrated talk on her 
book on Greek painters born or raised in Istanbul and contributed greatly to culture in the late Otto-
man era. In the field of architecture, Lia Daniolou-Polemis presented her new book The Town Houses 
of Andros in May 2012 and  in June Victoria Hislop presented her latest novel The Thread, set in Thes-
saloniki during the turbulent years of the 20th Century ; this was followed by a recital with music by  
Manos Hatzidakis  with Miltos Logiadis (piano) and Christos Zerbinos ( accordion) .

The Sixth Andreas A David Biennial Memorial Lecture
The sixth Biennial A. David Memorial Lecture was delivered to great acclaim by the distinguished 
academic, the Very Reverent Dr John Chryssavgis, under the auspices of the His All- Holiness the 
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew .  The title of the talk was Environment and Spirituality- Trans-
forming Perspectives and Practices, and the speaker was introduced by the Chairman of the Hellenic 
Community Trust Mr Costas Kleanthous. The talk was about the Environment, the Orthodox tradi-
tion and the need to change mentalities and behaviour in relation to nature. A booklet of the lecture 
was prepared and sent to notable people in the Environmental Movement. The Chairman had  many 
letters of thanks from a number of distinguished recipients from Greece, Cyprus and the UK,   includ-
ing one from the office of HRH The Prince of Wales.



Traditional and Social Events
Throughout the year the Hellenic Centre celebrates Greek customs and traditions. In January the tra-
ditional Vasilopitta takes place to welcome the New Year, while February is marked by the traditional  
Tsiknopempti, organized by the Lykion ton Hellinidon, followed by  Kathara Deftera and our Greek 
Carnival Parties for adults and children which mark the beginning of Lent. Easter is celebrated with 
an evening of Greek music and coloured eggs. 

The last social event of the year is the Annual Family Christmas Lunch organised by the Fund Raising 
Committee. Money raised last December were donated to S.O.S. Children’s Villages in Greece, and  the 
Chairman of the Fund Raising Committee Mrs Sophie Kydoniefs received a letter of thanks from the 
Organization praising the work of the Hellenic Centre and the Committee. 
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Young people @ the Hellenic Centre
In the last two years the Hellenic Centre has systematically and enthusiastically focused on young 
people, supporting artists, professionals and scholars at the beginning of their careers. We are over-
whelmed by the amount of creativity and passion with which young people engage with new ideas, 
respond to the crisis, and create productive collaborations in a globalizing world, proving that they 
are rightfully claiming a voice and a bigger role in changing the future.

One of the first such events organised by the A.G. Leventis Scholars Association was a contemporary 
art exhibition of ten promising Greek artists working in Greece and in the UK, presenting different 
types of artwork, painting, installation, sculpture and video art. The exhibition was curated by Prof. 
Thanasis Moutsopoulos in March 2011. In January 2012, as part of the programme The World in our 
Eyes, Reaching out to People through Art, the exhibition Greece in our Eyes explored different cultures 
with the aim of building connections between Britain and other nationalities. The presence of the 
young generation reached its peak  in September 2012, when the Hellenic Centre hosted  Reload 
Greece: Innovating our way out of this Crisis, a conference initiated by a team of Greek students and 
graduates in London. This event produced new insights into the crisis and generated many wonder-
ful new ideas. Meanwhile, the Centre has embraced social media and is increasingly opening up to 
young people through Facebook and Twitter.

Music
Panos Karan, the acclaimed Greek concert pianist performed a piano recital in February 2011 which 
included Chopin’s Twelve Etudes Op.10.  In May  visitors to the Hellenic Centre enjoyed an outstanding 
four hand piano concert with Panayiotis Gogos and Alice Hampel, under the theme Dancing around 
Liszt.  Later in the month, director and performer Anastasia Revi and composer Kostis Kritsotakis 
organized an evening of Greek songs from the theatre and cinema, titled Ena Mytho tha sas Po.  In 
October  an artistic cross-collaboration between the  distinguished pianist Costas Fotopoulos , actor 
Alberto Bona and writer Josephine Hammond  gave us Homage à Chopin, a most dramatic piano re-
cital on the occasion of Chopin’s bicentenary. 

In  June 2012  we enjoyed  Voice and Piano Recital with Spyros Antonopoulos (tenor) and Niki Yoon 
(piano) and in November a piano recital by Renee Reznek celebrated the 150th anniversary of the 
birth of Claude Debussy. Later in the month, we enjoyed a recital of well known songs from Cyprus 
and Greece with Avra Shiatis (soprano), Katie Economidou (mezzo soprano), Marios Andreou (ten-
or) and Marios Ioannou (piano). 
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